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Inclusion Confusion:
The Debate Continues
Theresa Senio
KellCole Academy
Bradford, NH
gressional findings indicate that in 1974 more than
1.75 million students with disabilities did not receive
,____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, educational services (Katsiyannis, Yell, Bradley,
For the past decade educators have heard 12001, p. 324).
"There is, perhaps, no area
many and varied proposals for
the reorganization of special
ofeducational law that has been
education
(Fuchs
&
morehighlylitigatedthantheeduFuchs, 1994) . Discussions of
cation of students with disabilimainstreaming, continuum of
ties" (Katsiyannis et al., 2001, p.
services, leastrestrictiveenvi326). Katsiyannis and his colleagues provide briefbut helpful
ronment, regular education initiatives and full inclusion
overview of some of the Suabound with misinterpretation
preme Court Cases as well as a
and rniswlderstanding. All disbasic synopsis offimding ofspecussions are shrouded in laws
cial education funding through
as interpreted by the speaker,
the federal government for the
the advocate or practitioner.
interested reader.
The battle over "free and apThe intricacies of special
propriate public education in
education laws coupled with
laws such as the American Disthe least restrictive environment'', has calJed intoquestion
abilities Act of 1990 and the histhe effectiveness ofspecial edutory of desegregation cases
cation, its past and current practices, and the role of brought to the Supreme Court provide fertile ground
the special educator. Those outside of special edu- for the inclusion debates.
In a 1995 interview with Mara Sapon-Shevin,
cation yet touched by its current practices: politiciaos, educators, and parents ofnon-disabled chil- a Professor ofEducation at Syracuse University and
d.ren, frequently accuse special education ofdrain- an advocate for full inclusion, and Jim Kaufinan, ~
ing funds and resources from the system (Dorm, fessor of Education at the University ofVuginia,
Fuchs & Fuchs, 1996).
Education Week editor John O'Neil provides a clear
r-------~-----------; distinction between '"full inclusionist" and those adA Review of the Law
vocatingforacontinuumofplacements.
Mara Sapon-Shevin believes, ..We should not
According to statistics collected by the Office have to defend inclusion- we should make others
of Special Education Programs (OSEP) only 200/o defend exclusion." (O'Neil, p. 7) Her vision of inof children with disabilities were educated in the clusion is one where all children are educated in
public school in early 1970s. Many did not receive neighborhood schools in regularclasfilooms. Schools
programs that were appropriate to their needs. Con- would be restructured to be supportive and nurtur-
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ing to students and live. She espouses a continuum the full inclusion model provided the two criteria;
ofservices but ditferentiates this from and denounces adapted learning environment and focused instructhe idea ofa continuum ofplacements. Sapon- Shevin tion. Both are required to be deemed successful inacknowledges the need for resources, support, clusion.
Zigmond and Baker (1995) found a lot of the
teacher preparation time. commitment and school
restructuring to make this happen but does not see adapted environment but little ofthe focused instrucany of this as a reason to not do full inclusion right tion. Teachers made several accommodations such
as; reading texts and tests aloud, implementing peer
(O"Neil, 1995, p.9).
Jirn Kaufman supports maintaining the alterna- tutoring and cooperative group activities. Typically
tive of moving kids to other places when necessary. students with learning disabilities were assigned reHe states the law and best practice dictate consid- duced work loads. In two of the five schools incluering both possibilities. Kauffman states, '·Trying to sion spurred on curricular changes for the whole
force everybody into the inclusion mold promises to school (Zigmond & Baker, 1995, p.30).
Edwin W. Martin from National Center for Disbe just as coercive as trying to force everybody into
the mold of special class or institution.., (O'Neil, ability services and former director of the predeces1995, p.8). Kauffman claims that when separate sor to OSEP, in her 1995 article in Journal of Speprograms are freely chosen and placement decisions cial Education, commends the work ofZigmond and
are made on a case-by-case basis it is not segrega- Baker claiming it further validates the work of
Wagner(l991,1993) who studied the effects of intion. He states:
""The simple truth is we need different instruc- appropriate programming for learning disabled stution for different kids. You can't have all types of dents. Martin claims that the conclusion ofZigmond
instruction happening in the same place at the same and Baker mirror his worst fears regarding the inclusion movement; "Seeing "less," when all my extime" (O'Nei~ p.9).
.,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___. perience in special education tells me the current
system is failing because it needs "more'"' (Martin,
Current Research
1995, p. 200).Aftercitingthe grim outcome for many
Zigmond and Baker ( 1996) identify two com- students with learning disabilities as addressed in the
ponents neces.sary for full inclusion to meet the law Wagner studies Martin concludes, "The challenge
and the needs ofstudents and to be succes.5ful. These for special and regular educators is not to fit the child
are identified as an adapted learning envirornnent and to the program but to deliver effective education to
focused instruction in skill strategies that would en- each unique child.... We do not need to change our
able them to cope with the mainstream curriculum. goals ofincluding persons with disabilities more fully
They completed a qualitative study in five elemen- into our society; we just need to avoid simplistic sotary school buildings where the full inclusion models lutions.''
were judged to be successful by teachers, adminisInformation prepared by the Advocacy Institute (July 2002) for the
National Center for
"The challenge for special and regular educators is not to
Learning Disabilities
fit the child to the program but to deliver effective educa(NCLD) paints a grim piction to each_ uniqu_e child.... We do not need to change
ture for both teachers and
?ur goals of 1:flcluding_persons with disabilities more fully
students experiencing the
mto our society; we JUSt need to avoid simplistic solutions."
inclusion movement The
Advocacy Institute utilized
a variety of sources in
trators, parents, and professional colleagues. The gathering this data. Students identified as having
study \\'3S conducted through observation and inter- Specific Leaming Disabilities (SLD) made up 505%
view. T\\o of the five schools offered the full inclu- of all students with disabilities ages six- 21 in the
sion model as part ofa full continlllllD ofplacements. l ~-2000 school year. Graduation from high school
The three remaining schools provided only full iB;lu- with a standard diploma for students with SLD in
sion. The objective of the study was to determine if 1998-1999 was 63.3 percent During this same year
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the dropout rate for students with SLD was 27.1
Studies focusing on students with extreme dispercent. The Study of Personnel Needs in Special abilities did in fact report more often positive social
Education (SPeNSE) (2002) reported that three outcomes stating increases in age appropriate tasks,
quarters ofall students with disabilities spend a sub- higher levels ofsocial contact with schoolmates without
stantial portion of their day in gendisabilities, students receiving higher
eral education classes yet fewer than
levels of social support and having
47 percent of special educators
"The simple truth 1 much larger friendship networks.
teaching five or less years received
(e.g .. Hunt & Goetz, 1997).
is we need differno preservice training in collaboratHunt and Goetz ( 1997) explain
ent instruction for
ing with general education teachers.
some of the improvements that are
different kids.
Thirty five percent ofall special edudesired by all educators that were
You can't have al I evident in inclusion studies for those
cation teachers had no professional
with extreme disabilities. These bendevelopment in collaborating with
types of instrucefits
included awareness and transnon-special education teachers in the
tion happening in
formed
attitudes of students and
past 3 years. The same report states
the same place at
teachers regarding disabilities, imthat ninety six percent ofgeneral eduthe same time."
proved targeted academic areas;
cators currently teach students with
(O'Neil)
communication, social, motor, vocadisabilities or have done so in the
tional domestic, community, recrepast, with an average of3.5 students
ation/ leisure, and academic.
assigned to their caseloads. Just over
Advocates for a alternatives to
halfof the general educators who have been teaching for six or fewer years received any preservice full inclusion and a continuum ofservices and placetraining in adapting instruction for students with dis- ments claim the student must come first and services
abilities and only two thirds were taught how to man- and placements must reflect appropriate instructional
practices for each child with disabilities. Sharon
age student behavior.
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i Vaughn and Jeanne Shay Schumm (I 995) report on
the findings of their own studies. Findings from surDiscussion
1 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -----1 veys, interviews and observations indicate many
"Like all reform movements that are clouded teachers do not feel they have the knowledge or skills
by misinformation, debated by experts and shrouded necessary to appropriately plan for and instruct stuby emotion, it can be difficult to discern what inclu- dents with learning disabilities, teachers rely heavily
sion really means" (Sapon-Shevin, 1996, p. 36). The on special education teachers, and although they feel
lack of agreement on the quality and value of the the instructional adaptations are desirable they do not
research about inclusion may be in part due to the see them as feasible. Difficulties in scheduling and
conflict about the value and purpose of inclusion high and varied caseloads interfered with special edu(Sapon- Shevin, 1996. p.37) and the philosophical cators in fulfilling their intended purpose (Zigmond &
differences ofthe two camps who debate inclusion. Baker, 1995, p.33). These findings mirror those reParents and advocates ofchildren with severe and ported on by SPeNSE and this writer's experience
physical disabilities frequently refer to the social and asa special education administrator in a public school
connecting benefits ofinclusion while those who ad- system for a five year period.
The studies by Zigmond and Baker (1995) demvocate for children with milder handicaps, learning
onstrate
the disparity ofimplementation ofinclusive
disabilities fear the needs oftheir students "will get
programs.
The three schools reported on that prolost in the shuffle offull inclusion, while students
with extensive challenges will become the organizing vided only full inclusion ranged in caseloads ofone
focus of inclusion." Many who advocate for full in- special education teacher for every ten students with
clusion claim there is no separation between social disabilities to one special education teacher for the
benefits and academic benefits in educational pro- entire 42 students with special needs in the school.
gramming. Sapron -Shevin (1996) states,'" all learn- These schools reported to distribute the students with
ing is social and all learning occurs in a social envi- special needs so as to not overburden any one
teacher. This distnbutionranged from one student \\ith
rontnent"
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dren will be in the regular classro~~ \~ith the ap- I
an IEP per class to eight students with ~p~ in~ ~lass. propriate supports and sef\ices unt1l 1t 1s no longer
This writer has also seen this disparity m md1v1dual appropriate. lt would be unethical of educat~rs to
schools and across districts.
deny support and services in order ~o .force chi ~~n
Zigmond and Balcer(1995) highlight the ben- out of the classroom. Given that. 1t 1s als~ ~nt1cal j
efits of inclusive programming. Many teachers malce
that we base our dec1S1on for \
accommodations for all students
children on accurate data and
when they are accommodating
that the decision for children
for students with learning diswith special needs place the
abilities. These accommodachild not the program first All
tions have made the curriculum
ofthis requires time to collabomore available to students who
rate and adapt our curriculum.
struggle yet do not qualify for
financial resources for adequate
special education services.
materials and staffing, personEducators were forced to look
nel with the appropriate experat the curriculum in general and
tise to deliver services and train
address whole school reform
others. Administrative support
which ultimately benefits the
is required to ensure the rewhole school environment.
sources, the appropriate use of
What was missing from these
resources and implementation
programs was focused instrucofthe vision and mis.5ion.
tion. Although teachers claimed
The following specific recto pay more attention to stuommendations
are
made
to educational leaders
dents with learning disabilities, time for consistent and
sustained time on task; immediate and appropriate struggling with the implementation ofIDEA and its
.
feedback to the students and regular and frequent implications:
1.
Continue
to
provide
a
continuum
of
services
cormmmication to the student regarding expectation
and placements.
(Zigmond & Baker, 1995, p.33), in essence
2.
Train all staff in the change process in order
remediation, was not available. This writer has also
that
they be better prepared to deal with
witnessed this in a variety ofclassrooms across disthe
demands
placed upon them.
tricts where the most that some students could hope
3.
Provide
funds
and time to ensure all school
for in the way of special education was help with
personnel get trained in collaboration and
their homework.
teaming.
4.
Advocate for sufficient staffwith the needed
Recommendations
expertise to assist teachers in modifying cur
riculurn and to provide the needed reme
Unlike advocates for full inclusion with no exdial instruction to students as outlined in the
ceptions, this writer does not see inclusion as an 'allIndividual Education Programs.
or- nothing' situation, but rather agrees with those
authors and investigators who advocate for the con- 5. Advocate for sufficient funds to purchase
speciali7.ed materials and technology to ad
tinuum ofservices and placements. This is not to say
that we should simply be satisfied with what we are
dress the specific learning needs. Also pro
vide time and funds to train staff to use the
doing but rather to follow~ advice ofMartin (1995)
and not seek simple solutions.
specialized materials.
Addressing special education in general does 6. Listen to parents and students; their aim is
require a school reform approach. All stalceholders
the same as yours.
need to participate in defining that vision ofeduca- 7. Listen to teachers; they have valid concerns.
tion for all children. Law mandates that children be
fears, and wonderful ideas.
serviced in the "'least restrictive environment to the 8. Pursue relationships with colleges and uni
maximum extent appropriate." This a5.5\.Ulles that chilversities to obtain research grants (from
Part D of IDEA) to identify new and bet
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ter ways to provide instruction to all students.
9. Be brave enough to attempt pilot programs
or let teachers experiment.
10. Expect quality performance from students
and staff; applaud the results!

Katsiyannis, Antonis, Yell, Mitchell, L. Bradley
Renee. (2001, November/ December). Reflections
on the 25th anniversary of the individuals with
Disabilities Act. Remedial and Special Education,22 (6). 32./-334.
Learning Disabilities Association of America,
(I 993).Position paper on full inclusion of all stuConclusion
dents with learning disabilities in the regular
The debates surrounding special education and
education classroom. Journal of Learnin~ Disthe laws requiring special eduabilities.26 (9). 594.
Martin, Edwin, W. (1995,
cation are not likely to end
any time soon. The issue
Summer). Case studies on
Special education is often blamed
inclusion: worst fears realclearly raises strong emotion
ized.
Journal of Special
and heated debate. Special
for many of the woes public eduEducation, 29 (2). I 92education is often blamed for
cation faces. This study does not
200.
many ofthe woes public edusupport
those
claims.
This
writer
0
'Neill, John. (December
cation faces. This study does
1994/
January 1995). Can
believes the implementation of
not support those claims. This
inclusion
work? a converwriter believes the implemenP.L. 94-142 and IDEA has
sation with Jim Kauffman
tation of P.L. 94-142 and
strengthened the education of and Mara Sapon- Shevin.
IDEA has strengthened the
many students who both qualify
Educational Leadership. 7education ofmany students

11.
for services under the law and
who both qualify for services
SaponShevin, Mara.
under the law and those who
those who do not.
Winter).
Full inclu(1996,
do not. No study reviewed
sion as a disclosing tablet:
reported any decline in acarevealing the flaws of our
demic achievement for groups of students who atpresent system. Theory into Practice,35 (1). 35tend classes with children with disabilities but all stated
41 .
improvements in the instructional strategies ofteachShanker, Albert. (December 19941 January 1995).
ers. Full inclusion has not taken fiom the general edu- Full inclusion is neither free nor appropriate.
cation population but studies do indicate that some
Educational Leadership. 18- 21.
those meant to be protected by the law, children with Students with learning disabilities: a national relearning disabilities, have been hindered and possibly
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retrieved
July
2002.
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